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Abstract. Existence and uniqueness of strong solutions of stochastic partial
differential equations of parabolic type with reflection (e.g., the solutions are
never allowed to be negative) is proved. The problem is formulated as a
stochastic variational inequality and then compactness is used to derive the
result, but the method requires the space dimension to be one.

I. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study reflected solutions of stochastic partial differential
equations of parabolic type. Specifically we prove existence and uniqueness
results for a process u(t) with values in L2(O, 1) which is such that, roughly
speaking, at each point (t, x) where u(t, x) is positive, u obeys a stochastic partial
differential equation, and u is reflected at zero, i.e., u(t, x) is nonnegative for all
(t, x). Moreover, we require that the force which is applied in order to keep u
nonnegative be minimal in a certain sense. In the case of finite-dimensional
equations, i.e., stochastic ordinary differential equations, reflected diffusions have
been studied notably by Tanaka [17], Lions and Sznitman [8], and Saisho [15],
and also by Stroock and Varadhan [16] who used a "submartingale problem"
formulation. On the other hand, there is a vast literature concerning reflected
solutions of (deterministic) partial differential equations which are studied under
the name of variational inequalities. We mention Lions and Stampacchia [7] and
* This research was supported by NSERC under Grant No. 8051.
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Br6zis [2] among the pioneers, and Bensoussan and Lions [1] as a more recent
reference. Research in this field has been motivated by applications to mechanics
(see [3]) and to stochastic control theory (see [1]). Menaldi [9] and Bensoussan
and Lions [1] have used the framework of variational inequalities to study
finite-dimensional reflected diffusions thus introducing the notion of a stochastic
variational inequality. We use a similar framework for the case of a stochastic
partial differential equation.
Let us explain our results. Let V be an appropriate Sobolev space of functions
with V a subspace of L2(0, 1). Let (., • ) denote the inner product in L2(0, 1) and
let ( . , . ) denote the pairing between V and its dual V'. A is a bounded linear
operator: V--> V' and similarly Bi: V - L2(0, 1), i = 1 , . . . , d. { Wt,..1., W,a} is a
d-dimensional standard Brownian motion, Mt is a continuous V-valued martingale, f(t) is an L2(0, l)-valued process, and gi(t) is a V-valued process, i =
1 , . . . , d. Uo is a suitably measurable V-valued random variable. We are looking
for a pair (u, r/) such that
(i) u is a V-valued process and u ( . , .) is continuous, u(t,x)>-O a.s.; ~7 is
a finite, nonnegative random measure on [0, T] × [0, 1] a.s.;
(ii) for all t, 0 <
- t_< T, for all v~ V

(u(t), v) + Io (Au(s), v) ds
=

(Uo, V)+
+

fo

(f(s), V) ds

Io;o' v(x)~?(ds, dx)

+iofo

(B,u(s)+gi(s), v)

d W , i+ ( M , ,

v)

a.s.;

(iii) for all continuous, nonnegative functions v defined on [0, T] × [0, 1]

fffol(v(t,x)-u(t,x))rl(dt, dx)>-O.
Heuristically we write (ii) as

du(t) + Au(t) dt = f ( t ) dt + Z (Biu(t) + g(t)) dWi + dM,+ drl,
i

u(O) = uo.

Intuitively, r/ represents the amount of pushing upward required to keep the
solution nonnegative, and (iii) says that the minimum pushing is performed, i.e.,
rl(dt, dx)# 0, only when u(t, x)=0. It is important to note that the measure
~(dt, dx) is absolutely continuous with respect to dx but not with respect to dr.
This fact, which is due to the presence of the martingale terms in (ii), is well
known in finite dimensions where the analogue of ~'0 ~(ds,.) is the local time
of the solution u(t) at the boundary u-= 0. On the other hand, if g~---g2 ~ " " "-=
ga -=0, M-= 0, and the operators Bi are such that B~u> 0 if u =0, i = 1 , . . . , d,
then r~ is absolutely continuous with respect to (dr × dx).
We show under suitable hypotheses on the data that such a pair (u, ~7) exists,
that A maps such u into L-~(0, 1), and that there is only one such pair (u, r/).
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In the case where B~ =-B2 = " " =- Bd ~ 0, a weak formulation of the above
stochastic variational inequality (i.e., where the process r/ does not appear
explicitly) has been considered by Rascanu in [13] and [14] where he establishes
the existence of "weak" and "almost weak" solutions and the uniqueness of the
latter. This formulation seems somewhat unnatural to us; however, it imposes
fewer restrictions on the set where u assumes its values. A major difference in
our work is that we assume slightly more regularity (in x) of the data to obtain
continuity of the solution u and hence uniqueness. Moreover, our solution is a
strong solution.
As far as the organization of this paper is concerned, in Section 2 we define
the problem precisely and state and prove the existence and uniqueness result,
modulo some technical lemmas which comprise Section 3.

2.

Existence and Uniqueness

Notation 2.1. We set O = (0, 1), O = [0, 1], and Q = (0, T) x O for some fixed
finite T > 0 . Set F---{0, 1}, the boundary of O and let F0, F1 be two possibly
empty subsets of F such that F = Fou F~. Let H = L2(O) and

V = { u ~ H1(O): u(x)=O,x~Fo}.
Recall that

HI( O) = {u ~ H: u" 6 H},
where u" is the distributional derivative of u. Hence if u is in V, then it is square
integrable, has square integrable derivate, and, depending on Fo, u may satisfy
some Dirichlet-type boundary condition. We let Ii" ]l and ((., • )) denote the norm
and scalar product in V. On H we denote the norm and scalar product by I" [
and (., • ). V is a dense subspace of H with induced topology weaker than the
H" II-norm topology so the injection of V into H is continuous. Let V' denote the
dual of V (with the l]" II norm topology) and denote this pairing by (., .).
Identifying H with its dual H ' we have

V~H~H'c

V',

(2.1)

where the two injections are continuous with dense range. From Sobolev's
imbedding theorem we have

V c C(O)

(2.2)

with compact imbedding since O is one-dimensional and bounded.
We also make use of Hm(O), the set of functions in H which have m
derivatives in H, and we denote the norm in Hm(O) by H" I[,"', so that
IF tl., = Ii" II.
As usual V a denotes the product of d copies of V and
= {u

u" c
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We write M((~) for the Banach space of signed measures on (~ with the
norm being the total variation I]" ]10- Let Jg+((~) denote the subset of nonnegative
measures on (~. If C((~) denotes the set of continuous functions on (~, then
.//((~) can and will be identified with C(Q.)'.
We define
C+((~) = { v ~ C((~):

v(t, x)>-O, (t, x) ~ Q}.

We assume that we are given a stochastic basis (f~, ~, P, {~,}o_~,<r) such that ~o
contains all the P-null sets of ~. Let M2(O, T; V) denote the set of a.s. continuous
V-valued martingales {M,: O<- t -< T} such that Mo=O and
EIIMrlI2< ~.

If M is in M2(0, T; V), then {IIM, II2) is a real-valued continuous submartingale,
so there exists a continuous increasing process {(M),: 0 -< t - T} such that IIM, I1-"(M), is a martingale (see p. 132 of [10]). (M}, is called the quadratic variation
of M,. In addition there exists a process {Q,~: 0 -< t -< T} assuming values in the
set of positive symmetric elements of Go(V, V) of trace class such that
tr Q ~ = 1

a.s., a.e.

and M,®M,-~'o QM d(M)s is a martingale (see [10] again). We call O ~ the
normalized covariance of M,.
On the other hand, if M is in M=(0, T; V), then it is also in M2(0, T; H).
Let us denote the quadratic variation of M, in H by (M)ff and the normalized
covariance in H by q~. Observe that

O<-(M)ff <-(M),.
If u is in H, then define

u-(x) = max{O, - u ( x ) } .
If u is in

Hi(O), then so is u- and for almost all x

(u-)'(x) = - u'(x)l{,cx/<o /
see p. 145 of [4].
Finally, we remark that we use the convention that repeated indices are
summed--the summation sign is omitted. For convenience of notation we
frequently write
u~ = Vu,

u~x = Au.

The Stochastic Variational Inequality 2.2.
on V by

a(u,v) =

£
j"

!

p

a(x)u~(x)v~(x)dx+

)

+

0

£

We define a bilinear form

a(u, v)

b(x)u2(x)v(x)ax

)

c(x)u(x)v(x) dx.

(,2.3)
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We assume that a, b, c are in W1"~(O) so that this bilinear form is continuous;
hence

(au, v) = a(u, v)
defines a continuous linear mapping A of V into V', i.e., A is an element of
~ ( V ; V'). Now for i = 1 , . . . , d let ai,/3i be elements of WI'°°(O) and define
( B i u ) ( x ) = oli(x)Utx(X)+~i(x)u(x);

i = 1 , . . . , d.

(2.4)

Then Bi is in ~ ( V ; H). Observe that if ai is also an element of V, i.e., that
ai(x) = 0 for x in Fo, then B~ is an element of ~ ( V ~ H 2 ( O ) ; V).
Let us collect the hypotheses which we impose on the data:
a, b, c e W1'°~(O); for i = 1, 2 , . . . , d, a~, fli ~ W1'~(O) and ai(x) = 0 for
x in Fo; there exists 0 > 0 such that, for all x in O, 2a(x)-d
~'i=l O~2(X) ~'~ 0,

(2.5)

(f~, o%,p, {o~,}o~,~r) is a stochastic basis; {IV,: 0 ~ t -< T} is a standard
d-dimensional Brownian motion on this basis; {M,: 0 -< t -< T}~
MZ(O,T;V) such that E(M)2<oo and there exists m e
L2(flx(0, T)) such that d ( M ) y = m ( t ) d t ; M and W are
independent.

(2.6)

uo ~ La(fl; V), Uo(X)>-O, dx dP a.e., Uo is O~omeasurable, independent
of M; f c L 4 ( 1 2 x ( 0 , T ) ; H ) , g c L Z ( D . x ( 0 , T);Va)c~La(D,x
(0, T); H a) and f g are {~-,} adapted.

(2.7)

Observe that (2.2) implies that Uo(" ) is continuous a.s. The extension to the case,
when A and B are time-dependent, is standard.
We can now define precisely what is meant by a solution of a stochastic
variational inequality (S.V.I.).
Definition 2.3.

The pair (u, 7/) solves the S.V.I.

du + Au dt = ( Biu + gi) dW~t+ dM, + f dt + &q,
(2.8)
u ( O ) = Uo,

if
(i) u~L2(l~; L2((0, T); V)~C+((~))

U(a; ~(O)),

(ii) (u(t), v)+

(iii) I

0

u

is

{o~,} adapted,

fo

a(u(s), v) ds

= (Uo, v) +
+

and

(B,u(s) + gi(s), v) dWis + (M,, v) +

fo'Io'

v(x)rl(dt , dx), Vt, a.s., '¢vc V,

( v - u ) d~q>-Oa.s. VvcC+(O).

(f(s), v) ds

77E
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Note that the double integral in (ii) makes sense by (2.2), and that from (iii) it
follows that a.s. -q(o~)~ J//+(Q) and has support on {(t, x): u(t, x ) = 0}.

Assume (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7). Then the S.V.I. (2.8) has at least

Theorem 2.4.

one solution.
Proof.

With (2.8) we associate the following penalized equation for s > 0:

du~(t)+ Au~(t) dt = [B,u~(t)+g,(t)] dWi +dMt+ f(t) dt+ e-luT(t) dt,
u~(O) =

(2.9)

Uo.

According to Pardoux [11, p. 105], (2.9) has a unique adapted solution u~ in
Le(f~; L2((0, T); V) n C([0, T]; H)). However, we require more regularity of u~
in order to pass to the limit as e ~ 0. We organize the rest of the proof into four
steps.

Step 1. Uniform (in e) bounds on u~.
There exists a complete orthonormal basis {ei} of H such that ei is a solution
of the eigenvalue problem:
ei~ V,

he->l,

(el, v)+(Vei, Vl))=hi(ei, 19),

(2.10)

VVE V.

Note that each ei is either a sine or cosine depending on the boundary
conditions, hence is in C°(O). Alternatively, since A e i = ( 1 - & ) e i then ei~
Hm(O) implies el 6 Hm+2(O); consequently ei ~ Hm(O) for all m, hence is in
C°(O). Moreover, V e d x ) = 0 for x in F1, so that

I2(x)Vei(x)=O,

VxEr,

(2.11)

if v(x)= 0 for x in F0.
Let {uT: n = 1, 2 , . . . } be a Galerkin approximation of u~ constructed as
follows:

u~(t) = ~ (u~(t), ej)ej,
j=l
(u~(t), ej)+

(2.12)

a(uT(s), ej) ds

= (Uo, ej)+ Io (Biue(s)+gi(s),n

+

(f(s), ej) ds +

S.lo

ej) dWs+(M,,
i
ej)
(u~-(s), ej) ds,

j = 1,..., n.

(2.13)

Note that we have written u~ for (uT)-. After we substitute the right-hand side
of (2.12) for u7 in (2.13) we find that (2.13) is a stochastic differential equation
with bounded, Lipschitz continuous coefficients for the n dependent variables
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ej),j = 1 , . . . , n; hence we can solve it uniquely and then use (2.12) to define

From Lemma 3.4 it follows that, for some constant c depending on the data
but not on n or e,

Lt~T

E sup IluT(tlll%

E

{(Io

Ilu2-(t)[I z dt

[[uT(tll[~ dt

<-c,

<-e2c.

It follows that, for fixed e, the set {u•: n = 1,2,...} is weakly sequentially
compact in L4(O;L2((0, T);H2)) and weak-* sequentially compact in
L4(O; L~((0, T); V)), and that {uT-: n = 1, 2 , . . . } is weakly sequentially compact
in L4(~).;L2((0, T); V)). Since we also know that {uT} converges weakly to us in
L2(fk L2((0, T); V)) (see p. 113 of [11]) then it must also converge to us in the
above stronger sense and

/~{St<UP
T

[[ue(t)ll4"[-(fTo11Ue(t)II22dt)2}<---C.

(2.14)

Since the operator A from V into V' defined by

Au = a u - e - l u -,

u6 V,

is monotone in the sense that

(Au-Av, u-v)>-o,

u, v~ v,

it follows from the proof on pp. 116-119 of [ 11 ] that {Au ~} converges weakly to
Au, in L2(~; L2((0, T); V')). It now follows from the above estimate that {u~-}
converges weakly to u2 in L4(fl; L2((0, T); V)) and that moreover

E{ ( f ~ l[u;(t)ll2 dt)2}<-e2c.

(2.15)

This result tells us that u2/4~ lies in a bounded set in L2(f~ x (0, T); V) but
we require more: we will show that uT/e lies in a hounded set of L2(~-~;LI(Q)).
Define

OF={urH2(O): u(x) = 0 ifxrFo,VU(x)=O if xrF1}.
Although A c ~ ( V ; V') it is easy to see that A ~ ~(OF; H) also. Hence if u, is
°F-valued then Au~ c H. In view of (2.14) to show that u, is oF-valued all we need
to show is that Vu,(t, x) = 0 for x in F1. According to (2.9)

d(u~( t), v)+ a(u~(t), v) dt = ddg~

(2.16)
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for any v ~ V, where dap~ represents the inner product of the right-hand side of
(2.9) and v. Since u~ ~ H2(O), then for v ~ Hi(O) we have

d(u~(t), v) + (-V(aVu~) + bVu~ + cue, v) dt = d~'[.
(2.17)
But HI(O) is dense in H=L2(O) so (2.17) holds for all v~H. On the other
hand, from (2.16) for v ~ V

d(u~(t), v)+(-V(aVu~)+bVu,+cu~, v) dt+JraVU~vdxdt=ddP'~.

(2.18)

Comparing (2.17) and (2.18), noting that v = O on Fo but is arbitrary on F1 and
that a(x) > 0 in view of (2.5), we see that u~ ~ L4(f~, L2((0, T), o//.)).
As noted above, it now follows that Au, is H-valued, so (2.9) implies that
u~ is an H-valued semimartingale. Then It6's formula (see p. 19 of [11]) implies
that

Io

(Au~(s), u~(s) - 1) ds

lug(t) - 1t2+2

=1Uo-11:+2

Io

(B,u~(s)+g,(s),u~(s)-l)dW's

fo

(u,(s) - 1, dM,)+2

+2

Io

(f(s), u~(s) - 1) ds

Io

(u2(s), us(s)- 1) ds

+ 2 e -1

+~

IB,u~(~)+g,(~)l: d~+(~>f.

i=1

(2.19)

Since A is in ~ ( ~ ; H ) and since for any real number r we have

r-(r-1)=rr

-r

<--r-,

then there exist constants co, cl such that
lug(t) - 112+2e - '

][u~(s)]lL,(o) ds

-lUo-1]:+Co
+2

+2

Io
Io

[[u~(s)ll.:[u~(s)-ll ds

(B,u~(s)+g,(s), u~(s)-1) dW~+2

(f(s),u~(s)-l)ds+ ~
i=l

I2

( u ~ ( s ) - 1, dM~)

Io

IN,u~(s)+g,(s)l:ds+(M)P,

E{(e -1 IIu~ll c(o)) =}
<-c~E l+luol~+

Ilu~(s)tl~:ds

+ sup lu~(t)l~
O~t~T
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The bounds of (2.14) now imply that for some c < oo
Ei(e-'llu~(s)llL,<o>)=} ~ c,

(2.20)

We now have the required bounds: (2.14), (2.15), and (2.20).

Step 2.

u~ ~ L2(~; C(Q)).
Let L ° ( O ; X )
denote the measurable
maps:
f~X.
If u~c
L°(I~; C([0, T]; Ha(O))), i.e., u~ ~ L°(I~; C([0, T]; C(O))), see (2.2), then u~
L°(I~; C(())). This follows from the Sobolev inequality:
sup[u(t,

"'
lu( t, x ) - u( t, y)] <
x) + s u p
] - - ..-'5~
-Ilu(t)ll.

x

x~y

x-y

Then (2.14) implies that u~ ~ L4(f~; C(t~)) and the desired result follows. Hence
it suffices to show that u, ~ L°(f~, C([0, T]; H1(O))).
Let us for the moment take V as the basic Hilbert space, so for convenience
we set ~g = V. Then identifying ~ with its dual ~g' we have

the injections being continuous with dense range. Note that the norm on °V is
II" II- 2. The following result will be useful.
Lemma 2.5.

H (under an equivalent norm) can be identified with °V'.

Proof

It is convenient to distinguish ~ and ~ ' for the moment. For v 6 ~,
u ~ :~ let

Lou = ((u, v)).
Then L~ ~ gg' with [1LoII~' = IIv[I ~ = IIv II. But ~ ' c °V' so L~ ~ ~'. For u ~ °V we
have vVu = 0 on F so

L~u = ((u, v ) ) = ( u - A u , v).
Hence Ilzvll~,~lv], so the mapping L: v ~ L ~ of ~ into °V' is continuous and
linear if we use the H - n o r m on ~, i.e., L is a densely defined continuous linear
map of H into °V'. Thus it can be extended to all of H. If we define a new norm
on H by

I~t'= sup I(u-au,~)l,

(,)

I1,11~=1

then ]v]'< Iv]. The a priori estimate I[ul[~< K]u--hu[ yields that Iv[< Klv I' (in (*)
TM

TM

TM

TM

take u = u/IIu[],~, where u - A u = v) so that [-] a n d ] . [' are equivalent norms on
H. Moreover, [[Lv][v, = Iv[', i.e., L: H--> °V' is an isometry. Since LYf= Y(' is dense
in °V' the result follows.
[]
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We can rewrite (2.9) as

u~(t) = Uo(t)+

fo

v(s) ds+ N,,

where Uo~ L2(I~; ~ ) and

v(s) = -Au~(s) + f(s) + E - l u g ( s )
is in L°(l't; L2((0, T); H ) ) c L°(f~; L2((0, T); ~')), see Lemma 2.5. Moreover,

N,=

Io'

[B,u~(s)+g,(s)] dW~+Mt

is in M2(0, T; V)= M2(0, T; g). Now a result of Pardoux [11, pp. 57-59,
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3] implies that u, ~ L°(O; C([0, T]; ~)).

Step 3. {u~} is Cauchy in L2(f~; C((~)).
Again a preliminary lemma is helpful.
Lemma 2.6. If {u~} is Cauchy in L2(f~; C([0, T]; H)), then it is Cauchy in
L2(I~; C(())).

Proof. From (2.2) it follows that for any ~7> 0 there exists a constant C, such
for all u ~ V

Ilullc~o~ <- ~llull +

Glul

(see p. 58 of [6]). If u is in L2(f~; C([0, T]); V)) it now follows that

IIulIL2¢.;C¢O,<__~IlulIL~<.;C<EO,~I;V,+~GluI~¢.;C~tO, T3;.,.

(2.21)

Consequently for any 7/> 0 there exists C, such that for all e, 6 > 0
II u~ - u~ II L=(~;c<O,<--~ n II u~ -- uo II ~=(~;cto,Tl;V,

The result now follows from (2.14).

[]

To show that {u~} is Cauchy in L2(12; C([0, T]; H)), let v = u~ - u~. Then

dr(t) + Av( t) dt = B~v( t) dWi + (e-~u~ - 6-1u~) dr,
v(o) = o.

Hence
Iv(t)12+2

I/

a(v(s),v(s))ds=2

L
Io

(B,v(s),v(s))clW~i+ E

+2

i

fo

IB,v(s)l~ cls

(e-~uT(s)-6-~u~(s), v(s)) ds.

Stochastic Variational Inequalitiesof Parabolic Type
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But

(uT, u~ - u~) -< - ( u L u~) - ( u L u;),

- (uL u~ -

u~) <- - ( u L u~) <- (u;, u;)

so that
Iv(t)p+2

fo

a(v(s), v(s)) ds<-2

f/

(B,v(s), v(s)) dW~+Y.
i

-F2(8-1+ 8 -1)

fo'

IB,v(s)l 2 ds

(U~-(S),U~-($)) as.

By Lemma 3.5 it now follows that for some constant c
E sup

t<_T

]u~(t)-u~(t)12<-c(e-'+~-')E
---c e

fo

(u:(t), u;(t)) dt

IluJlJL1~o~

[e{llu

c°(Q)}]1/2

+ c[~ { (½ ,lu; ,,Ll~o,)2}] 1/2[E{"u: '1~o~}]1/2
-< c1(11u ; I1L=,.;c~c). + 11u~ l[~2<-;c<o.),
where the last inequality follows from (2.20).
But by (2.14) {u~}, hence {uT}, is bounded in L2(f~; C([O, T]; V)) and by
Lemma 3.6, u T + 0 i n L2(ft; C([0, T]; H)). Henceby (2.21) u~--> 0in L2(f~; C((~))
and {u~} is Cauchy.

Step 4. Convergence of u~ and uT/e.
If we define 7/~ in d//+((~) by

r&(dt, dx)

= E - l u e ( t~ X)

dt dx,

then (2.20) says that {r/~} is bounded in L2(I~; M((~)), and since M(t)) can be
identified with the dual of C(()) then we can extract a subsequence, again called
{r/~}, which converges weak-* to an element B in L2(II; M((~)). Moreover,
the bound (2.14) allows us to assume (by taking a further subsequence if necessary) that {u,} converges weakly in L4(~'~,L2((0, Z); o1/,)) and weak-* in
L4([]; Lm((0, T); V)) to an element u, which is again adapted.
To relate u and r/ we observe, see (2.9), that for any v ~ V

(u~(t), v)+

fo

a(u,(s), v) ds = (Uo, v)+

fo

(Biu~(s)+gi(s), v) dW~+(M,, v)
ax)
(2.22)
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For t < T fixed, 0 < 8 -< T - t, define
q~a(s)=

t+6-s)/8

if
if

t<-s<-t+6,
s>-t+&

Then ~ is continuous and

~av

_ ,

<rt+a fo]v(x),drl~

Since ]v(. )] ~ V if v ~ V, then (2.22) implies that

+ lu~(t + 8) - u~(t)l2}

(2.23)

for some constant c where o(1)-~ 0 as 6 ~ 0 and is independent of e (but not of
v). The bound (2.14) implies that the two integral terms on the right-hand side
of (2.13) are also o(1) uniformly in e. Since {u~} is Cauchy in L2(a; C([0, 7"]; H))
then, for a subsequence e , ~ 0 , E{lu,,(t+8)-u~,,(t)[ 2} is also o(1) as ¢5+0
uniformly in n.
We can now replace the last term in (2.22) by S0 q~v dr/8 + 6(1), and pass to
the limit along e, + 0 , and then let 8-~ 0. Note that lima sup. Elt~(1)] 2= 0. This
shows that (u, r/) satisfies Definition 2.3(ii).
Since {u~} is Caucby in L2(O; C ( t ) ) ) then u lies in L2(Q; L2((0, T); V ) n
C(())). We shall now show that u->0 a.s., i.e., (u, ~/) satisfies Definition 2.3(i).
Since

-E

((u;,u))dt-~E

fo Ilu-ll2dt,

and since (2.15) implies that

-E f f ((uT, u)) at -~ K47,
where K depends on u but not e, then nu-[[2=0 a.e. dtdP and so u(t,x)>_O a.s.
Finally, the strong convergence of u~ to u in L2(~; C ( ( ) ) ) and the weak
convergence of "q~ to r/ implies that

E f (v-u~)d'q~-* E f (v-u)drl.
d0

00

But if v~ C+(t~), then

E Io(v-u~)u2 dxdt>-O

(2.24)
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and now (2.24) implies that (u, ~7) satisfies Definition 2.3(iii), i.e., the proof is
complete.
[]
We saw in the proof that the solution u constructed above is W-valued, so that

a(u(s), v) = (Au(s), v),
where Au(s) is in H. From Definition 2.3(ii) it now follows that
IoI[V(X)n(dO, dx)
=

I {

v(x) u ( t , x ) - u o ( x ) - M , ( x ) +

0

fo

[au(s,x)-f(s,x)]as

-fot[Biu(s,x)+gi(s,x)]dWis}dx
so that in fact

rl( dt, dr) = rf(dt, x) dx,
where rf(dt, x) is in L2(~'~;LI(o; d/I+([0, T]))) since
E

{(folo

rf(dt, x) dx

= E{n(Q)2}<oo.

Hence we have
Corollary 2.7. Assume (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7). If (u, 7q) is a solution of (2.8) such
that u is in L2(~; L2((0, T); ~)), then there exists ~?' in L2(t2; L I ( o ; ~+([0, T])))

such that
~(dt, dx) = ~'(dt, x) dx.
We can now address the uniqueness question.
Theorem 2.8. Let (u, ~7), (v, v) betwosolutionsof (2.8) such thatu, vare elements
of L2(flx (0, T); ~). Then

E suplu(t)-v(t)12--O,

EII~-~IIo=0.

t

Proof. Let t7 = u - v, ¢/= r / - v, ~' = ~7'- v'. Then for ~ in V
(tT(t), g ) +

fo

(A~(s), ~) ds=

;o

(B,~(s), ~) dW~+

fo

(~, fl(ds)).

(2.25)

We shall now establish a pointwise version of (2.25). A similar result can be
found in [5], but our proof is more direct. Using Fubini's theorem for the
interchange of the dx and ds integrals, and well-known results on Hilbert-spacevalued stochastic integrals for the interchange of the dx and dW~ integrals, we
deduce for almost all t

(~(t), e) + ( f / Aa( s ) ds, ~) = (I/B, tT(s)dW:,~) + ( ~'( t ), ~),
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where ~'(t) stands for ~'([0, t],. ). In other words, we have the following
inequality between continuous L2(O)-valued processes:

ft(t)+

fo
Io

AO(s) ds =

B,a(s) dWs+
' 77
-' (t).

t ~ ' o Bia(s) dW~ is

Moreover,

(t, x) +

(2.26)

a.s. continuous with values in V, hence

Bia(s, x) dW's

is a.s. continuous. On the other hand, a e C((~) a.s. and

t+

Io'

Aa(s, x) ds

is continuous dx dP a.e. Hence it follows from (2.26) that t ~ r~'(t, x) is continuous
dxdP a.e. and for (x, o~) not in some null set

I0

O(t, x)+

Aflis, x) ds =

fo

Bia(s, x) dW', + O'(t, x),

Vt.

(2.27)

We now apply It6's formula to (2.27) for each x fixed. In one dimension we
have no difficulty with the bounded variation term. Thus for almost all (to, x)

Aa(s, x)a(s, x) ds

a(t, X)2+2
=2

l

B,a(s,x)a(s,x)dW~+2

0

I/

ft(s,x)f?'(ds, x)+

,fo

[B,a(s,x)]2ds.

Now integrating over x and using Fubini's theorem we find

Io
;o

la(,)l~+2
=2

a(a(s),~(s))ds

(Bfi(s), a(s))

dW~+2

Io

(iT(s),

~'(ds))+ZIfoIB,O(s)l = ds.

(2.28)

Note that the equality

f~ (f~ [Bf~(s,x)]~(s,x) dWis) dx= I~(Bft(s), ft(s)) dW~
follows from the properties of Hilbert-space-valued stochastic integrals since
a ~ L°(a; C ( 0 ) ) ,

B,a e L°(a; L2((0, r ) ; H)),

so that
[B,a]a ~ L°(O; L2((0, T); H ) )
and 1 ~ H.
From Definition 2.3(iii) we have

Ior(a(s)-u(s), n'(ds))>-O

a.e.

(2.29)
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for ff in C+(Q). Let {w~} be a sequence in C+([0, T]) such that w~(s) increases
to l~s_<o pointwise and define
~o(s) = u ( s ) + w~(s)[ ~ ( s ) -

u(s)].

Replacing ~ by un in (2.29) and letting n ~ ~ yields

o (~(s)-u(s), ~7'(ds))>-O

a.e.

(2.30)

by the bounded convergence theorem. Now taking 6(s, x) = v(s, x, ~o) for to fixed
in (2.29), we find

o (V(S)-U(S), ~?'(ds))>-O

a.e.

and similarly

o' (u(s)-v(s), u'(ds))>-O

a.e.

so that
o ( a ( s ) , ;7'(as))

=

Io

(u(s)-v(s), ~'(ds))+

;o

(v(s)-u(s), u'(ds))<-O

a.e.

But then (2.28) implies
[t~(/)]2+2

fo

f0

a(•(s), a(s)) ds<_2

(B,a(s), a(s)) dW~+~

fo

IB,a(s)] 2 ds.

From Lemma 3.5 it follows that
E suplu(t ) - v(t)r =0.
t

Now (2.27) implies that for almost all (to, x) and all t

Io

' ~ ( ds, x)'= 0

so that

I1¢(., x)Ilto.TI=0

a.e. (oJ, x)

and hence

Elln-.l[~=o.
We are done.

[]

Remark 2.9. The above result only gives uniqueness in L:(12× (0, T); H2(O)),
whereas the solutions of an S.V.I. are defined as elements of L2(f~; L2((O, T); V)),
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see Definition 2.3. The problem is that we do not have available an It6 formula
for H-valued semimartingales where the bounded variation term has the form

fv, ctt+fctv~
with v~ assuming values in V' and vz not absolutely continuous with respect to
dt. The result of Pardoux [11] requires v2 = 0 and that of M~tivier [10] requires
v~ to be H-valued with v2 to have bounded variation with values in H. Nevertheless, we believe that the results of Pardoux could be extended to the case vz ~ 0
to provide uniqueness of solutions u in

L2(~'~; L2((0, T); V)~ C+(Q)).
Remark 2.10. We have chosen the reflecting boundary at u =0. Suppose we
wish more generally that u(t, x) >_4,(t, x) a.s. Then in Definition 2.3 we must
replace C+((~) by

C~,((~) = {U E C((~): u(t, X) >~t~(t, X)}.
If ~0 is r a n d o m t h e n so is C,((~). Now assume

dq~ = f dt + gi d W ~,+ d~l,
and let g = u " ~. If (u, n) satisfies (2.8) with u >- ~, then (fi, ~7) satisfies

dff + a g dt = ( Bfi + g,i) d W i + d~/l, + f dt + d~?

(2.31)

with ~7_>0, where

~,~= gg - ~,, + B~,

f = f - f - aq,,

)VI = M - I~/I,

and vice versa. Consequently i f ~ ~, Uo= u 0 - qJ(0) and M satisfy (2.6), (2.7) and
a, b, c satisfy (2.5), then a unique solution (if, ~) of (2.31) exists, and hence
( ~ + ~ , ~) is the unique solution of (2.8) with u---q~. It is necessary that $ be
V ¢', H2( O)-valued but we can allow ~Oto be piecewise continuous in t by breaking
(0, T) into subintervals, on each of which we solve (2.30). For example, if we
require
u(t, x) ->

0
1

if
if

0-<t<l,
1-< t_<2,

we solve (2.8) on 0-<t-<l to obtain (u ~, 1 ) . Next we solve (2.8) on 1-<t-<2
with u -> 1 and with initial condition u(1, x) = max{l, ul(l, x)}, to obtain (u 2, ~72).
Then (u, ~) solves the original problem where

~ul(t,x)
u(t'x)=[u2(t,x)

if
if

0-<t<l,
1-< t-<2,

~d~7~(t,x)
d~l(t'x)=[d~2(t,x)+[l-u~(t,x)]+dx6~(t)dt

if
if

0 -< t < l ,
1-< t-<2.

Observe that here u and t-*~'o-q'(ds, x) are discontinuous at t = 1 so we must
relax slightly Definition 2.3.
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Remark 2.11. Suppose (u, r/) is the solution of (2.8) with B ~ 0, gi-=0, and
u -> 0- Define ~ = u - M. Then pathwise 5 satisfies

,v-z

+(Az, v - z ) > - ( f - A M ,

v-z),

VveV, v>-~O,

z>-q,-M.
This is a deterministic variational inequality as considered by Bensoussan and
Lions [1] which has a unique minimal weak solution (in their terminology). This
solution is obtained by the same penalization process as is used in our work, so
we can conclude that this minimal solution is 5. But we obtain a strong solution
with an increasing process ,/(t) which is in general not absolutely continuous
in t.
Remark 2.12. If M - 0 and gi --- 0, i = 1 , . . . , d, then ~/is absolutely continuous
in both t and x, i.e., for some ~7"

rl( dt , dx) = ~7'(dt, x) dx = Tf'( t, x) dt dx.
Indeed, from the arguments leading to (2.27) we have that dx dP a.e.

u(t,x)+

Au(s,x) ds

= Uo(X)+

i

Biu(s, x) dWi,+

Io

f(s, x) ds+ rf(t, x),

t>-O,

where rl'(t,x)=rl'([O,t],x). Since u(t,x)>-O, then B~u(s,x)=O
{(s, x): u(s, x)=0}. Therefore (2.32) may be rewritten as

u(t, x) = Uo(X)+

(2.32)
a.e. on

fo

[f(s, x ) - A u ( s , x)] ds

+ ff l~.(s.x)>o~B~u(s,x)dW's+n'(t,x),

t>-O.

(2.33)

Moreover, it follows easily from (iii) in Definition 2.3 that dx dP a.e.

o'[,#(s)-u(s,x)]n'(ds, x)>-O,

V~C+(R+),

Vt->0.

(2.34)

From (2.33) and (2.34), it follows that, for almost all x, {(u(t, x), rt'(t, x)): t - 0 }
is the unique solution of the Skorohod problem (see [8]) associated with the
process

{

Uo(X)+

fo

[f(s, x ) - A u ( s , x)] ds+

fol~u(s,x)>oIB,u(s,x) dWis: }

It is then easily seen that ~'(dt, x) = *l"(t, x) dt, with

n"(t, x) = ll~(t,~)=oi[f(t, x) - A u ( t , x)]-.

t>--O .
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Remark 2.13.

The condition { a ( x ) = 0: x ~ Fo} is imposed to obtain

I((nu, u))l--- cll u II=
which is used in the proof of Lemma 3.4 in order to estimate the fourth-order
moments which appear in (2.14). We could in fact proceed somewhat differently;
we obtain two estimates:

supllu~(t)ll2+E

E

Ilu~(t)ll~2

(2.14)'

dt <
- c

t~T

which will require no hypothesis on oq and
E suplu~(t)14+E

Ilu~(t)lP ~ dt

<- c

(2.14)"

t~_T

which will require that

I(Bu, u)L <- clul =
for which we need { a ( x ) = 0: x ~ F1}. If a does not satisfy either of these conditions, the result can still be deduced under an appropriate stronger coercivity
hypothesis. We observe that in both the Neumann and the Dirichlet problem
either F0 or F1 is empty so the condition on a is satisfied.
Remark 2.14. We can obtain our result even with O = (0, 1) replaced by R (now
F = Q). There are two arguments which need to be changed. In step 1 of the
existence proof we cannot use the basis {ei} since ( I - A ) now has a continuous
spectrum. However, the estimates (2.14) and (2.15) can be obtained using the
coercivity condition on the energy inequality both for u,, see (2.9), and for Vu~
which satisfies the differentiated (with respect to x) equation of (29) (see [12]).
Furthermore, (2.21) has been established with the aid of a lemma of Lions which
requires O to be bounded. However, for any ~7> 0 there exists a constant c(n)
such that for any u ~ H i ( R )
suplu(x)] < 7/IIu II+ c(n)lul.
x

This follows readily from
u(x) 2= I x 2 V u ( y ) u ( y ) dy.
d -~o

3.

Technical Lemmas

We now prove some technical results used in Section 2.
Lemma 3.1.

Assume u, v ~ H, and define u" by

u" = ~ (u, ei)e~.
j=l

(3.1)
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Then
j=l

Aj(V, ej)(u, el)= (v, u" - Au").

Proof
hi(v, ej)(u, ej)= ~ hi(v, ej)(u", ej)= ~ (v, ej)[(u", ej)+(Vu",Ve~)]
j=l

j=l

j=l

= ~ (v, ej)(u" - h u " , ej) = (v, u" - A u " ) ,
j=l
where the third equality follows since in the integration by parts the boundary
term is zero due to (2.11) and (3.1), and where the last equality follows because
u" - A u " is in Span{el . . . . , e,}.
[]

Assume u is in H and v is in V. Then

Corollary 3.2.

hi(v, ej)(u, el) = ((v, u")),
j=l

where u" is defined by (3.1).
Proof (v, u ~ - A u ~) = (v, u ")+(Vv, 7 u " ) = ((v, u")) becausetheboundaryterms
in the integration by parts are zero by (2.11), (3.1), and the fact that v is in V.
The result follows from Lemma 3.1.
[]
Assume that u is in V. Then

Corollary 3.3.
i=1

,~i(u, el) 2= ilu-i1=___Ilull=,

where u" is defined by (3.1).
Proof

Since (7ei, 7ej) = 0 if i ¢j, then

((u, u"))= ((u n, u"))= Itu"ll=---Ilull=
and the result follows from Corollary ~ 2.
Lemma 3.4.

[]

Assume that u ~ L2(O; L:((0, T); V) n C([0, T]; H)) satisfies

u(t) = ~ (u(t), el)el,

(3.2)

j=l

(u( t), el)+ f / a(u(s), el) as
= (Uo, el)+
+

I/

fo

(B,u(s)+g,(s), el) dW',+(M,, el)

(f(s),ej)ds+ 1

f

t~jo

(u(s)-,ei)ds,

j---= 1,...

n.

(~.3)
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Then there exists a constant c depending only on E ( M ) ~ ,

IlUollL4~.;v~,

]]f[[ emx(o,r);H), Ilg,[I L'(nx(o,~);v), i= 1,..., d, such that

E supllu(t)[14+

[[u(t)ll~2 dt

<- c,

kt~_T

Ilu(t)-II 2 dt

E

Proof.

< e2c.

It follows from (3.3) and It6's lemma that for fixed j -< n

a(u(s), ej)(u(s), ej) ds

(u(t), ej)2+2

= (Uo, ej)2+2

(B,u(s)+g~(s), ej)(u(s), ej) dW'~

+2

;o

+2

fo(f(s), ej)(u(s), ej) as+ 2edof' (u(s)-, ej)(u(s), ej) ds

+

fo'

(u(s),ej)d(M~,ej)

(B~u(s)+g;(s), ej) 2 ds + (M~)t,

(3.4)

i=1

where (Mj), is the quadratic variation of the martingale (Mr, ej).
Let us multiply (3.4) by A~and sum over Z From Lemma 3.1 and its corollaries
we find that

Xj(u(t), ej)2= ]]u(t)[I 2,
j=l

j=l

Aj(Biu(s)+ gi(s), ej)(u(s), ej)= ((Biu(s)+ gi(s), u(s))),
Ay(f(s), ej)(u(s), ej)= (f(s), u ( s ) - Au(s)),

(3.5)

j=l

Aj( B~u(s)+ g,(s), ej)2-< I]B,u(s) + g~(s)[]2,
j=l

A A u ( s ) - , ej)(u(s), ej) = ( ( u ( s ) - , u(s))) = -llu(s)-II 2.
j=l

Moreover, by Lemma 3.1

Y~Aja(u(s), ej)(u(s), ej) = Y~ Aj(-V(aVu(s)) + bVu(s) + cu(s), ej)(u(s), ej)
J

J

= ( - V ( a V u ( s ) ) + bVu(s) + cu(s), u(s) - Au(s))
= (aVu(s), v u(s)) + (V(aVu(s)), Au(s))
+ (bVu(s) + cu(s), u ( s ) - ~u(s)).

(3.6)
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Next let
M" = ~ (M, ej)ej.
j=l

Then M" is a V-valued martingale--in fact it is H2(O)-valued. If I I =
{to, q , . . . , tin} is any partition of [0, t] we set 6 i M = M t , - M , , _ , . Then by
Corollary 3.3,
Aj(M~),=~ h~ lim ~ (6,M, ej)2-< lira ~ II6MII2=(M),.
(3.7)
j=l
j Inl-~oi=1
In[-~O e
Finally, by first working with simple (in s) functions it can be established that
Aj(u(s), ej)d(Ms, ej) = ((u(s), dMs)).

(3.8)

j=l

Note that S ((u(s), dM,)) is well defined because

ilu(s)ll2=

~ (u(s), ej)2Aj-< l<--j<--n
max A,lu(s)l =

j=l

so that
E for [lu(s)H 2 d(M)s <- max AtE fo r lu(s)l ~ diM),

-<

max

2

AjHUHL2(O;c(to, T];H))E(M)T .

l<--j<n

Combining (3.4)-(3.8) gives

Ilu(t)ll2+2
+2

fo
fo

(aVu,~Tu)+(Ta~Tu,Au)+(aAu, Au) ds

(bVu+cu, u - A u ) ds

-< Iluol?+2
+2

"-b

fo
fo'

;o

((B~u+g,, u)) dW~+2

(f, u --Au) ds -

f/

((u(s), dMs))

[]u-H2 ds+(M)t

[(OzaiAu,Au)+(oliAu,(VOli+fli)VU+UV~i+Vgi)

i=1

+ [(V c~, + ~,)Vu + uV~, + Vg,[~] ds,

i.e.,

I[u(t)[12+OfOt I]u(s)l[~ds÷ 2 f'llu(s)-ll2 ds
e.lo

Io

~ [lUoI[2+ ((niu+gi, u))dWis-F2

Io

((u, dMs))+2

foIf(s)lllu(s)llmds
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where I1" [[n~ is the norm in

H2(O).

If

tN=min{T, inf{t>-O: nu(t)llz+ f f l[u(s)ll~2ds>-N}}
and if t is a stopping time, t-< tN, then it follows that

E sup [lu(s)ll4+E

Ilu(s)ll~,~ds

÷~-2E

/(I0

llu(s)-II 2ds

<~Cl{El]uoll4÷E~i ffo ((Biu÷gi,ld))2ds÷EIo llbl(s'll2d(M)s
+E

{(Io

If(s)l[lu(s)lln2ds

{(

,,., +

)2}

+ E(M) 2,

)

We have used the fact that
E

;o

((Biu + gi,

sup Ilu(s)ll 2
O<--j<AjE
--n s<~t
N I? (Kllull~,=+ [Ig~ll2) ds

u)) 2 ds<_ max

-----K o N ( N + 1) <ec.
Now observe that
( V ( a N u ) , Vu) = (V~iVu, Vu) + (a~au, Vu) = (V~N u, Vu) - (Vu, V ( ~ N u ) )

ai(x)Vu(x)= 0 if x ~ F, by (2.11)
(v(~,Vu), Vu) = ½(V<Vu, Vu),
( ( Biu + gi, u) ) <. c=llull(llull+ IIg,ll),

since

((B'u+gi'u))2ds<-el

and (3.2). Hence for some c2, G

Ilu(s)ll4+~llg, ll4ds.

We now require a version of Young's inequality (see p. 138 of [4]): for any real
positive x, y, ~7, P, q with p-1 + q-i = 1 there exists c < co such that

xy <-fix p + cy q.
Then we can conclude that for ?l sufficiently large

c,

Io

Ilu(s)ll2d(M)s~½supllu(s)ll4+~,(M)2,,

s.<_t
cl (IO [f(s)lllu(s)ll.~ds )2 <-~(ff~ [lu(s)ll~ds )2 ÷~.,;Or]f(s)la ds,

]]/d(S)l[22dS)÷C1~ (]I~/(S)['4÷~/][gi(s)[I4) ds,

(3.10)
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and hence (3.9) implies

E sup Ilu(s)ll4+E
---c=elluoll~+E

((fo~Ilu(s)ll~,2ds / ~)+e-=E ((fo Ilu(s)-I?as / ~)
;o Ilu(s)l? ds+ 2 Ilgill~+llfll~+ e(M)~,
i

where

IIg, l14 = IIg, II L'(ax¢o,T);v),

Ilftl, = Ilfll L'¢ax(0,T);H)"

From Gronwall's lemma we obtain

Ilu(t)l[2~dt

E sup Ilu(t)ll4+

<-c,

Since it now follows that tN ~ T a.s. as N ~ oo then the result follows.

[]

If veL2(ll; C([0, T]; H ) n L 2 ( ( 0 , T); V)), 09eLl(Ilx(0, T); R)
with 09(s)>-0 a.e., a.s. and if v satisfies
Lemma 3.5.

a(v(s), v(s)) ds

Iv(t)12+2

Io

___2

(B,u(s), v(s)) dW~+

~Io

IB,~(s)t: ds+

i=1

Io

(3.11)

09(s) ds,

then there exists c < oo depending on T and the coefficient of A, Bi, but not on 09
such that
E sup Iv(t)12-< cE
I~T

Proof.

Io~09(t) dt.

There exists a constant cl such that

I/~,vl2

2a( v, v ) - 2 IB, v[ 2 >- olv vl~ + 2( b v v, v ) + 2( cv, v ) - 2 ( a , V v , / 3 , 0 ) - 2
i

0
2

>_-Ivvl=-c~lvl =
Moreover,

E{[foT(giv(t), ~(t)) 2 dt]l/2)<-E(suplt~(t)l[~ Iniv(t)12dt]l/2}

-<½E suplv(t)l 2 +2 E

IIv(t)ll2dt<oo;

kt<_T

i = 2 , . . . , d.
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It then follows that the stochastic integrals in (3.11) are martingales, and taking
the expectation in (3.11) we obtain

EIv(t)12+ E

°;o

IIv(s)ll2ds<-c2E

~oI~(s)l~ds+E ;

(I,(s)&

From this and Gronwall's lemma it follows that

E

Io~I]v(t)[12dt <- ; (c, Teqr+l)E i0~cb(t) dt.

Now again from (3.11)
E suplv(t)] 2 <-caE
I.t_T

Iv(t)]2d +E

~(t) dt

)

+c2

E

(B~v(t), v(t)) 2 dt

i=1

-<½E

+E ~c~(t) dt+csE fo~Ilv(t)ll ~ at.
{supv(t)l 2};o

The result follows from the last two inequalities.

[]

Lemma 3.6.

lim E supluT(t)[2 = O.
e-~O

Proof

t< T

Choose p in C2b(R) such that for some constant c > 0

Ip'(y)l + Ip"(y)l-< c,
p(y)>-O,
y~ R,
[P(Y)[ +

p(O) =p'(o)=o,
where p' and p" stand for the first and second derivatives of p, respectively. Define

If u is in H, then p'(u(. )) and hence ~'(u) are in H. Observe that v ~ (qY(u), v)
is the (first) Fr~chet derivative of • at u. Similarly, the bilinear form

[v,w]->(212p(u(x))dx)(P"(u)v,w)+2(p'(u),v)(p'(u),w)
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is the second Fr6chet derivative of qb at u. Note that

I¢'(u)1<_2c =,

I,:t,(u)[_< c = ,

I~"(u)l~(,.,,,_,)<-4c =,

II¢'(,)rl-<2~=(l+llull).

Moreover, cb(. ), qb'(. ), and qb"(. ) are continuous on H and qb' is continuous on
V. We can now apply It&s formula to @ and (2.9) (see p. 65 of [11], or Theorem
1.2 of [12] in the case M = 0). If we write ~b(u)= v~-((u) we have

fo'
Io
fo

~b(u.(s))(Au~(s), p'(u.(s))) as

qb(u~(t)) + 2

=¢(Uo)+2

~O(u~(s))(B,.~(s)+g,(s).p'(u~(s))ldW~

~h(u~(s))(p'(u~(s)), dMs) + 2

+2

fo

~(u~(s))(f(s), p'(u.(s))) ds

2fo' O(u~(s))(u2(s), p'(u~(s))) ds

+-

+

Io

~,(u~(s))(p"(u~(s))[S,u~(s)+g,(s)]. B,u~(s)+g,(s)) ds

+E f] (B,u~(s)+g,(s). 0'(.~(s))) 2 ds
+

+

~(u~(s)) tr[p"(u~(s))q~ ] d(M)ff

Io

(q2p'(u~(s)), p'(u~(s))) d(M)~.

(3.12t

Now observe that

because u~Vu~ = 0 on F, see Lemma 2.6, and p ' ( 0 ) = 0 . Moreover, for some c~
(independent of P)

2

O(u~(s))(p"(u~(s))B,u~(s), g,(s)) ,:Is

oj" ~(u~(s ))(Ip"(u~(s))[Vu~(s), Vu~(s)) ds

--<
2

o

+ e, If ~,(u~(s))(lp"(u~(s))lu=(s), u~(s)) ds
+cl

fO ~(u~( S))(Ip "(u,(s))lg,(s), g,(s)) ds

(3.14)
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so that (3.12)-(3.14) yield

fj~
Io
Io
fo
fo~o(u,~(s))(Ip"(uZs))lu.(s),
Io
Io
2Io'

m(u,(,))+ °

,p(,,~(,,,))(Io"(,,~(,))lv,,~(s), v,,~(,)) d,

O(u.(s))(p"(u~(s))llo,,(.~(~))<o}Vu~(s) , Vu~(s)) ds

+20

qJ(u~(s))(bVu~(s)+cu~(s),p'(u.(s))) ds

-< qb(Uo)-2

~b(u~(s))(aifliu~(s)p"(u~(s), Vu~(s))) as

+2

+c2

u,.(s)) ds

~(u~(s))(lp"(u~(s))]g,(s), g~(s)) ds

+ c2 2
+2

O(u~(s))(f(s), p'(u~(s))) ds

+-

,t,(u~(s))(u2(s), p'(u~(s))) ds

E

+~i f[ (Biu~(s)+ gi(s), p'(u~(s))) 2 ds
+
+

Io
j"

4~(u~(s))tr[p"(u~(s))q~] d(M)ff

(qMp'(U~(S)), p'(u~(s))) d(M)ff

0

+2
+2

Io
Io

O(u~(s)l(B,u~(s)+g,(s),p'(u~(s)l)dW~

O(uAs)l(p'(u~(s)), dM~),

(3.15)

where c2 is independent of P. We define

P.(Y) =

Yi

n3y 5.3nzy4-3ny3

Note that p. is in

if y-< - n -l,
if - n -1 ~ u -< 0,
if y--0.

C2(R),

0 <-p(y) <--7(y-) 2,

-26y-<_p'(y)<_O,

0_< p"(y)_< 74.
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-1. D e f i n e / ~ by

fp"(y)
~(y)=12(y+n+l)
[p~(y-2n-2)

if y - > - n ,
if -(n+l)<-y<--n,
if y<--(n+l),

and let t~n be the function whose second derivative is/5" and which agrees with
p. on I - n , oo). Then/~. is in C2(R) and
0_< ~(y)_< 7(y-) 2,
]/~(y)l--- 74,

- 26y-___/~'~(y) -< 0,

/~(y)--- 0

if

y>--n

and, for each y in R,
/~.(y) + (y-)2,

~'(y)-> - 2 y - ,

y~(y) -* -2y-,

~ ( y ) + 2 l{y<0},

YlP~,(Y)I+ -2y-

as n+co. We take 19= ~ . in (3.15) and then we let n->m. Observe that Uo=0.
lu~-(t)14+ 0

<-4
-4

fo'lu-~(s)JZ(l{,~<olVU~(S),

Vu~(s))

ds

lu;(s)l~(bVu~(s)+cu~(s),u;(s))ds

j"lu2(s)l=(,~,#,u-;(s), Vu,(s)) ds
0

-2c2

fo luT(s)]2(u'~(s), u~(s)) ds

+2c~

luT(s)t~2 Ig,(s)l ~ ds-4
i

fo

lu2(s)l~(f(s), u-2(s)) ds

Io'lU~-(S)I4 ds+4~. Io(B,u~,(s)+g,(s),
foI<(s)l =tr{l{.,<o/q2} d(M)ff
Io'
Io
-4 iuT(s)12(u2(s), dMs).
Io'
4E.

u ;(s)) 2 ds

+2
+4

(q,~u-2(s),u2(s)) d(M)~

-4

luT(s)12(B,u~(s)+g,(s), u2(s)) dWi

Now observe that
(l{.,<o}Vu~, Vu,) = IVuTI2

(3.16)
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and for some constants

co, ca

4(bVu~, u~') = -4(bVu~-, u~-) -<2 IVu~-12+

c°lu-~[2'

-4(a,fl,u~, Vu,) = 4(a,fl,u:, Vu~) -<~ IVu~-12+ colu:L
4~i

Io'(Biu~(s)+gi(s),

u2(s)) 2 ds

(c~,Vu~(s),u2(s))2+(b~u~(s)+g,(s),

---8 ~

-<¼suplu;-(s)p+c~

Ilu~(s)ll~ds +c~

u2(s)) 2 ds
luj(s)pds

+ c~ E f~ Ig,(s)l=lu;(s)l = ds,

f/ {21u~-(s)]2 tr[ l{.~<o}q~]+4( q~u~(s), u~(s))} d(M)y
---6

Io

lu:(s)l 2 d(M)ff.

But for some constant K

(B,u~ (s), u~(s)) 2 -< K IIu~(s)II%~(s)l 2
and by (3.10) for any ~ > 0 there exists K' < co such that for any e

(Io lu-~(s)1611.;(s)ll 2 as )'~ -< su~,u;(s)l 3(Io Ilu;(~)ll = as / ''2
-<

~ s=~pl,,,:(,)l"+,~'

,,

x = d~

9

so that for Ca sufficiently large

=41-SsU<p
I/./~-(S)14q-C3(//Ilu~(s)ll2ds)2q-c3~i ~' ,gi(s)[")lUe(S)[2ds.
Similarly,

4

(~olu-~(s)16d(M)ff) /'2-<¼suplu2(s)14-t-c3S<-,

So~luT(s)[2d(M)ff"
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These last two inequalities and (2.14) and (2.15) imply that the stochastic integrals
in (3.16) are martingales and so (3.16) and the above imply that

E(lsuplu~(s)[4q-4folU~(S)[4ds)

{Io
+E

Io
lu (s)131f(s)lds+E

+ E I2 lu (s)l= d<M> }.

Ilu (s)ll 2as
(3.17)

But (3.10) applied to lu-13lf[, and (2.14) and (2.15) as well as the square integrability of re(s) = d ( M ) ~ / d s imply that the right-hand side of (3.17) is bounded by
a constant, hence
E

;o'

[R~-(S)]4 dt = O(e).

(3.18)

From H61der's inequality and (2.15), (3.17), and (3.18) it now follows that
E suplu;-(s)14_< c5(~ + ~1/2+ O / , + e2+ ~1/=)

s~_t

and we are done.

[]
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